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CHAPTER 11

FROM HERE TO THERE

TEXT BASED QUESTIONS

Objective Answer Type Questions

1- Select the best option.

(i) In the poem, 'The Train', the sound of the train is

(a) chugging    

(b) stop, stop, stop   

(c) chhuk, chhuk, chhuk   

(d) forward, backward   

(ii) In this poem, the train goes past

(a) village wells  (b) a lush green field 

(c) aging farmers  (d) All of these  

(iii) In this poem, the train moves on

(a) roads of iron    

(b) rails    

(c) meadows and hills   

(d) None of these    

(iv) The girl who went to Delhi during vacations travelled from the railway 
station to her uncle's house by

(a) bus  (b) metro train  

(c) taxi  (d) car  
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(v) The boy who went to Shimla during vacations made his Dadi ride on 
.......... when she was tired.

(a) a donkey  (b) a bus  

(c) a rickshaw  (d) a horse  

(vi) Which of the following vehicles does not run on fuel?

(a) Bus  (b) Car  

(c) Motor cycle  (d) Bullock cart  

(vii) Which of the following is not a means of public transport?

(a) Double-Decker bus   

(b) Train    

(c) Metro    

(d) Cycle    

(viii) Which among the following is the fastest means of transport?

(a) Train  (b) Bus  

(c) Aeroplane  (d) Yacht  

(ix) Find the odd one out

(a) Ship  (b) Steamer  

(c) Rickshaw  (d) Yacht  

(x) Which of these can run on electricity?

(a) Aeroplane  (b) Train  

(c) Bus  (d) Taxi  

2- Write 'T' for True and 'F' for False statements.

(i) The girl who went to Kerala during vacations used a bus or taxi to reach 
her Nani's house. 

(ii) The girl whose Khala lives close to her home always meets her by going on 
her bicycle. 
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(iii) The boy who went to his Mamaji's village during vacations travelled from 
the railway station by tractor. 

(iv) The metro train runs by electricity. 

(v) Trucks have only four wheels. 

(vi) A fire engine is an emergency vehicle. 

(vii) Cities have underground tunnels for metro. 

(viii) Petrol and diesel are clean fuel. 

(ix) Tractor is used in cities to transport goods. 

(x) Cycle-rickshaw does not need fuel to run. 

LANGUAGE BASED QUESTIONS

3- Fill in the blanks.

(i) The ............... is the most useful vehicle for village people.

(ii) The ............... is the fastest way to travel between two big cities.

(iii) Firemen use a fire engine for  ............... .

(iv) When you go for a school picnic in a group, you will travel in a ............... 
.

(v) Many means of transport carry people as well as ............... .

(vi) Mary wants to visit her relatives who live across a river. ............... .

(vii) During his vacation, Jatin wants to visit an island which is across a sea.

(viii) Lata wants to visit her grandmother who lives in another state. ............. .

(ix) Today is Shivam's birthday. His friend, who lives in the next lane, wants 
to meet him. ............... .

(x) Carol wants to go for shopping, with her younger sister, to a market, 2 km 
from her house. ............... .
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4- Match the means of transport in Column I with what fuel or animal used to 

drive it in Column II by drawing arrows.

Column I Column II

(i) Motorcycle (a) Diesel or gas

(ii) Bicycle (b) Petrol

(iii) Metro train (c) Human pedalling

(iv) Truck (d) Horse

(v) Tonga (e) Electricity

5- Answer in one word or one sentence.

(i) How many wheels does a bullock cart have?

_______________________________________________________

(ii) Do all trucks have the same number of wheels?

_______________________________________________________

(iii) If you want to go from a city in India to New York in USA, by what means 
will you travel?

_______________________________________________________

(iv) Name five means of transport which are used to transport goods.

_______________________________________________________

(v) If you have to go from your house to the nearby market, by what means 
will you travel?

_______________________________________________________
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6- Match the pictures of modes of transport in Column I with their names in Col-

umn II and what they are used for in Column III by drawing lines.

Column I Column II Column III

Ambulance By handicapped persons

Tractor Carrying people

Bus Carrying letters and 
parcels

Hand cart Carrying ill persons

Cycle Selling fruits and 
vegetables

Postal van For farming
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7- Match the following.

(i) Train (a) Petrol

(ii) Truck (b) CNG

(iii) Aeroplane (c) Electricity

(iv) Bus (d) Diesel

(v) Ship (e) Village roads

(vi) Bullock cart (f) Hilly areas

(vii) Cable car (g) Desert

(viii) Camel (h) Waterways

Think, Find and Write

1- Study the picture given below and answer the questions that follow.

(i) Name the means of transportation shown in the picture and also write the 
use of each of them.

_______________________________________________________
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(ii) Why is the ladder being put near the burning building?

_______________________________________________________

2- Travelling by air (in an aeroplane or a helicopter) is very costly. Find out and 

write why it is costly.

____________________________________________________________

3- Some means of travelling pollute the air more than others. Find out the means 

which pollute more than the others and why they do so. Write the means and 

reasons below.

____________________________________________________________

4- What means of travel are used for travelling in the hills and mountains? Find 

out and write them along with the advantages and disadvantages of using them 

(write at least three such means with two advantages and two disadvantages of 

each).

____________________________________________________________

***********


